The Seventh Night of Chanukah!
This Chanukah Lamp was made in Baghdad, Iraq in the 20th
century, or the 1900s. It is a large, silver candle holder that
can stand tall or be attached to the wall! This particular style
of Chanukiah became popular amongst Iraqi Jews in in the
1930s, after Iraqi Independence, and when Jews were
experiencing growing discrimination.
This Chanukah menorah is unique because of its shape.
Instead of candle holders lined up in a row, the candle
holders on this Chanukiah are placed in a circle! Some people
say this design makes it difficult to know the order of candle
lighting, and rabbis warned that the candle holders needed
to be separated enough so that each individual flame could
be seen.
Can you find the shamash, or the place where the helper
candle should be? Why do you think the Iraqi Jewish
community liked this design in the 1930s?

Take a look at the two pictures above and below this text. The picture above shows four children, dressed in vibrant,
patterned clothing. Some of them look very serious, and some are smiling. They are all focusing on a set of 7 lit candles
in front of them. The candles are red, black, and green. The picture below shows three children sitting on the floor. They
are lighting small oil lamps, which are arranged in the shape of a star. Some of the children are wearing sequined
clothing, and they all seem to have a mark in between their eyebrows.

Think about the experience of lighting your Chanukah menorah. What parts of these two images are similar to your
Chanukah experience? What parts of these images are different than your memory of lighting the Chanukah
menorah? Make sure to look closely!

These children aren't celebrating Chanukah! During the late-fall and early winter months, many communities around the
world celebrate different holidays. The top image shows children celebrating Kwanzaa, and the bottom image shows
children celebrating Diwali. Both of these holidays feature light as an important symbol, just like Chanukah! However, all
of these holidays are unique and special. It is important to learn about other cultures, connecting to traditions that are
similar to ours, and appreciating the practices that are different!
Learn About Kwanzaa
Learn About Diwali

Candle Chase by the Laurie Berkner Band
Lyrics can be found in the description of the video!
Listen to the Song

A main ingredient found in many Chanukah recipes is eggs and flour - these ingredients help to bind latkes together, and
keep our fried food from falling apart. However, there are many recipes that are vegan and gluten-free friendly, too!
Take a look at this recipe from One Green Planet.
Follow the Recipe

Color in this stylized Hebrew-lettered word for Chanukah! Hebrew words are read from right to left: Het-Nun-Kaf-Hay.
The dreidels also have Hebrew letters on them! Can you remember what these letters are? Look back at previous emails for clues!
Print Your Coloring Page Here

